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Plan, design, deploy, and administer the solutions
available in VxRail Appliance Key Features Learn how to
plan and design the VxRail HCI system Understand
VxRail's administration, lifecycle management, and
cluster scale-out Explore migration methodologies for
VxRail systems Book Description Hyper-converged
infrastructure (HCI) can help you simplify the
provisioning and daily operations of computing and
storage. With this book, you'll understand how HCI can
offload the day 0 deployment and day-to-day operations
of a system administrator. You'll explore the VxRail
Appliance, which is an HCI solution that provides
lifecycle management, automation, and operational
simplicity. Starting with an overview of the VxRail
Appliance system architecture and components, you'll
understand the benefits of the VxRail system and
compare it with the environment of traditional servers
and storage. As you advance, the book covers topics
such as disaster recovery and active-active and activepassive solutions for VxRail. By the end of this book,
you'll have gained the confidence to manage the
deployment, administration, planning, and design of a
VxRail system. What you will learn Set up the hardware
and software requirements for a VxRail installation
Monitor the status of VxRail appliances with the VxRail
Manager plugin Get to grips with all the administration
interfaces used to manage the VxRail appliance
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Understand vCenter roles and permissions management
in the VxRail cluster Discover best practices for vSAN
configuration in the VxRail cluster Find out about VxRail
cluster scale-out rules and how to expand the VxRail
cluster Deploy active-passive solutions for VxRail with
VMware Site Recovery Manager (SRM) Who this book is
for If you are a system architect, system administrator, or
consultant involved in planning and deploying VxRail HCI
or want to learn how to use VxRail HCI, then this book is
for you. Equivalent knowledge and administration
experience with ESXi and vCenter Server will be helpful.
Azure is evolving at a rapid speed and introducing newer
services almost every week. What was relevant a year
back is not more relevant today as better services are
available to solve the same challenges. This book will
provide architects with solid information about the
important services for hosting, deploying and architecting
solutions.
Enterprises today understand the value of employing a
master data management (MDM) solution for managing
and governing mission critical information assets. chief
data officers and chief information officers drive MDM
initiatives with IBM® InfoSphere® Master Data
Management to improve business results and
operational efficiencies, which can help to lower costs
and to reduce the risk of using untrusted master
information in business process. Cloud computing
introduces new considerations where enterprise IT
architectures are extended beyond the corporate
networks into the cloud. Many enterprises are now
adopting turnkey business applications offered as
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software as a service (SaaS) solutions, such as
customer relationship management (CRM), payroll
processing, human resource management, and many
more. However, in the context of MDM solutions, many
organizations perceive risks in having these solutions
deployed on the cloud. In some cases, organization are
concerned with the legal restrictions of deploying
solutions on the cloud, whereas in other cases
organizations have policies and strategies in force that
limit solution deployment on the cloud. Immaterial of
what all the cases might be, industry trends point to a
prediction that many "extended enterprises" will keep
MDM solutions on premises and will want its integrations
with SaaS applications, specifically customer and asset
domains. This trend puts a key focus on an important
component in the solution construct, that is, the cloud
integration middleware and how it fits with hybrid cloud
architectures that span on premises and cloud services.
As this trend pans out, the on-premises MDM solution
integration with SaaS applications will be the key pain
point for the "extended enterprise." This IBM Redbooks®
publication provides guidance to chief data officers, chief
information officers, MDM practitioners, integration
architects, and others who are interested in the
integration of IBM InfoSphere Master Data Management
with SaaS applications. This book lays the background
on how mastering and governance needs for SaaS
applications is quite similar to what on-premises
business applications would need. It draws the
perspective for serving the on-premises application and
the SaaS application with the same MDM hub. This book
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describes how IBM WebSphere® Cast Iron® Cloud
Integration can serve as the "de-facto" cloud integration
middleware to integrate the on-premises InfoSphere
Master Data Management systems with any SaaS
application by using Saleforce.com integration as an
example. This book also covers aspects of handling bulk
operations with IBM InfoSphere Information Server. After
reading this book, you will have a good understanding
about the considerations for on-premises InfoSphere
Master Data Management integration with SaaS
applications in general and Salesforce.com in particular.
The MDM practitioners and integration architects will
understand the deployable integrations patterns and, in
general, will be able to effectively contribute to delivering
strategies that involve building solutions in this area.
Additionally, SaaS vendors and customers looking to
build or implement SaaS solutions that might require
trusted master information will be able to use this
compilation to ensure that the right architecture is put
together and adhered to as a set of standard integrations
patterns with all the core building blocks is essential for
the longevity of a solution in this space.
This is the first book to offer a complete spectrum of the
role that operations research has played and can play in
the improvement of North American freight railroads. It
explores how decisions are made at railroads, contains
examples of the mathematical programming formulations
to the complex problems, and provides insights into realworld applications. The handbook is divided into eleven
chapters, covering topics including scheduling problems,
empty railcar distribution, and intermodal rail. These
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topics have been specifically selected to offer a thorough
examination of the application of operations research at
freight railroads. The chapters are written by recognized
award-winning scholars and practitioners with a deep
knowledge and understanding of their specific topics.
The Handbook of Operations Research Applications at
Railroads is an ideal resource for academics,
experienced researchers, and consultants in the field.
This indispensable text offers students a high quality
treatment of strategic operations management. It
provides the reader with a clear understanding of the
importance and nature of operations strategy by
determining exactly which management activities, core
competencies, resources and technologies underpin an
operational strategy. The book demonstrates how
various operational elements and components can be
combined and customised into unique operational
strategies. When these strategies are correctly
implemented, they provide sustainable competitive
advantage and allow firms to provide a diverse range of
services and goods in their increasingly demanding,
complex and dynamic marketplaces and spaces.
Includes chapters covering customising operational
strategies for retail, manufacturing, services and SMEs,
and sections on eBusiness and complexity theory in
relation to operations theory. Features include:
*extended case-studies including several from Europe
and the USA *case vignettes *learning objectives *key
terms *chapter introduction and 'maps' to aid reader
accessibility *'time out' boxes to prompt the reader to
reflect on what has been learnt *'critical reflection' boxes
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that analyse theories and models.
Score your highest in Operations Management
Operations management is an important skill for current
and aspiring business leaders to develop and master. It
deals with the design and management of products,
processes, services, and supply chains. Operations
management is a growing field and a required course for
most undergraduate business majors and MBA
candidates. Now, Operations Management For Dummies
serves as an extremely resourceful aid for this difficult
subject. Tracks to a typical course in operations
management or operations strategy, and covers topics
such as evaluating and measuring existing systems'
performance and efficiency, materials management and
product development, using tools like Six Sigma and
Lean production, designing new, improved processes,
and defining, planning, and controlling costs of projects.
Clearly organizes and explains complex topics Serves as
an supplement to your Operations Management
textbooks Helps you score your highest in your
Operations Management course Whether your aim is to
earn an undergraduate degree in business or an MBA,
Operations Management For Dummies is indispensable
supplemental reading for your operations management
course.
A simplified and relevant appraisal of key aspects of
Operations Management, especially tailored for an Arab
audience. The text covers the discipline's essential
theory, and directly applies it to real life, local business
scenarios for contextualised and engaged student
learning.
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MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a messaging
protocol that is lightweight enough to be supported by
the smallest devices, yet robust enough to ensure that
important messages get to their destinations every time.
With MQTT devices such as smart energy meters, cars,
trains, satellite receivers, and personal health care
devices can communicate with each other and with other
systems or applications. This IBM® Redbooks®
publication introduces MQTT and takes a scenariobased approach to demonstrate its capabilities. It
provides a quick guide to getting started and then shows
how to grow to an enterprise scale MQTT server using
IBM WebSphere® MQ Telemetry. Scenarios
demonstrate how to integrate MQTT with other IBM
products, including WebSphere Message Broker. This
book also provides typical usage patterns and guidance
on scaling a solution. The intended audience for this
book ranges from new users of MQTT and telemetry to
those readers who are looking for in-depth knowledge
and advanced topics.
Proactively plan and manage innovation in your business
while keeping operations safe and secure. This book
provides a framework and practices to help you
safeguard customer information, prevent unauthorized
access, and protect your brand and assets. Securing
company operations is a board-level discussion. Across
all industries, companies are pouring millions of dollars
into taming cybercrime and other related security crime.
Achieving and Sustaining Secured Business Operations
presents a holistic approach looking top down, bottom
up, and sideways. The end goal is to achieve and
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sustain a safe environment to conduct secured business
operations while continuously innovating for competitive
advantage. What You’ll Learn Discover why security,
specifically secured business operations, needs to be
part of business planning and oversight by design and
not left to technologists to make the business case
Determine what you can do in your role and in your
organization to drive and implement integration and
improvements in planning and managing secured
business operations in conjunction with other business
planning and management activities Choose ways in
which progress toward achieving and sustaining secured
business operations can be measured Understand best
practices for organizing, planning, architecting,
governing, monitoring, and managing secured business
operations Create a framework, including methods and
tools for operationalizing assessment, planning, and
ongoing management of secured business operations
Use cases and potential case studies for various
industries and business models Who This Book Is For
Chief executive officers and their leadership team; chief
operations officers; chief information officers and their
leadership team; chief information security officers;
business functional middle managers; and enterprise,
solution, and information technology architects
The Seventh Edition of Production and Operations
Analysis builds a solid foundation for beginning students
of production and operations management. Continuing a
long tradition of excellence, Nahmias and Olsen bring
decades of combined experience to craft the most clear
and up-to-date resource available. The authors’
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thorough updates include incorporation of current
technology that improves the effectiveness of production
processes, additional qualitative sections, and new
material on service operations management and
servicization. Bolstered by copious examples and
problems, each chapter stands alone, allowing
instructors to tailor the material to their specific needs.
The text is essential reading for learning how to better
analyze and improve on all facets of operations.
Practiced by tens of thousands of people across more
than 40 countries, Active Operations Management
(AOM) is one of the most successful methods for
managing performance in service operations. Now the
people who developed the method tell you exactly how
you can do it for yourself.
Cruise Operations Management provides a
comprehensive and contextualised overview of
hospitality services for the cruise industry. As well as
providing a background to the cruise industry, it also
looks deeper into the management issues providing a
practical guide for both students and professionals alike.
A user-friendly and practical guide it discusses issues
such as: · The history and image of cruising · How to
design a cruise and itinerary planning · Roles and
responsibilities on a cruise ship · Customer service
systems and passenger profiles · Managing food and
drink operations onboard · Health, safety and security
Cruise Operations Management presents a range of
contextualised facts illustrated by a number of case
studies that encourage the reader to examine the often
complex circumstances that surround problems or
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events associated to cruise operations. The case studies
are contemporary and are constructed from first hand
research with a number of international cruise
companies providing a real world insight into this
industry. Each case study is followed by questions that
are intended to illuminate issues and stimulate
discussion. The structure of the book is designed so the
reader can either build knowledge cumulatively for an indepth knowledge of managerial practices and
procedures onboard a cruise ship, or they can ‘dip in’
and make use of specific material and case studies for
use within a more generic hospitality or tourism learning
context.
Learn how to protect, back up, recover, and monitor your
data and infrastructure in the cloud with Microsoft's
Operations Management Suite (OMS), Azure Backup,
and Azure Site Recovery. Implementing Operations
Management Suite starts with an overview of the
Operations Management Suite, followed by an
introduction to Azure virtual machines and virtual
networks. Chapters cover Azure Backup and how to
configure it, followed by deep dives into aspects of Azure
Site Recovery (ASR): how it works, how to configure it,
how to streamline your disaster recovery failover from onpremises to Azure, and so on. Learn about protection
groups, how to perform planned and unplanned failover,
and more. Windows IT pro consultant, trainer and MVP
Peter De Tender takes you through the necessary theory
and background on each topic along with hands-on stepby-step lab guides to help you implement and configure
each feature for yourself. You’ll also find out how to
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estimate your platform costs when using Azure
infrastructure components, making this book your onestop guide to the latest disaster recovery services in
Microsoft Azure. What You'll Learn Understand current
concepts and challenges in IT disaster recovery Get
introduced to Microsoft Azure, Azure virtual networks
and Azure virtual machines Protect your data in the
cloud with Azure Backup, and the configuration options
available Understand how to protect, recover, and
monitor your environment with Azure Site Recovery
Manager, and the configuration options available Extend
Azure Site Recovery Manager to non-Hyper-V workloads
Who This Book Is For IT professionals and IT decision
makers who are interested in learning about Azure
backup and Azure Site Recovery Manager in order to
build and/or optimize their IT disaster recovery
scenarios.
Equip students with the critical leadership skills and solid
understanding of today's theory needed to become
effective business leaders in today's turbulent times with
Daft's THE LEADERSHIP EXPERIENCE, 6E. Acclaimed
author Richard Daft helps students explore the latest
thinking in leadership theory and contemporary practices
at work within organizations throughout the world.
Students will examine emerging topics, including
enhancement of emotional intelligence, leadership vision
and courage, leadership of virtual teams, and open
innovation, and will connect those topics to recent world
events such as ethical scandals and political turmoil.
Packed with memorable examples and unique insights
into actual leadership decisions, this full-color text
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includes crisp, clear visuals to reinforce the book's
engaging presentation. This edition's proven
applications, specifically designed for today's leadership
theory and applications course, and a solid foundation
grounded in established scholarly research make the
topic of leadership come alive for students. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.

This textbook provides a practice-oriented
introduction into Analytics-based inventory
management in complex supply chains. In the
context of Business Analytics, we concentrate on
Prescriptive Analytics. In addition to standard singlelevel inventory models also multi-level approaches
for the optimal allocation of safety inventory are
presented. Moreover, dynamic lot sizing problems
under random demand and random yield and their
relationship to Material Requirements Planning
(MRP) are discussed.The models and algorithms are
illustrated with the help of numerous examples. The
book has been written for students of Supply Chain
Management and Operations Management as well
as for practitioners who are confronted with inventory
management in their daily work.
Microsoft has changed the technology so customers
can now select, evaluate and implement Microsoft
Dynamics 365 and other applications for their
enterprise. This book will provide insights and
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relevant information around Dynamics 365 Apps,
trial experience and implementation of Dynamics
365 for Finance and Operations Apps
Operations and Supply Management, as the title
indicates, provides increased emphasis on supply
chain management in the 12e. The 12e continues its
market leading up-to-date coverage of service
operations as well. The text includes solved
examples and problems, enough cases for MBA
courses to use without supplementing, and the
industry leading technology support suite.
Gain a sound conceptual understanding of the role
that management science plays in the decisionmaking process with the market leader that
integrates the latest developments in Microsoft
Office Excel 2016. The market-leading Anderson/Sw
eeney/Williams/Camm/Cochran/Fry/Ohlmann's AN
INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT SCIENCE:
QUANTITATIVE APPROACHES TO DECISION
MAKING, 15E uses a proven problem-scenario
approach to introduce each quantitative technique
within an applications setting. All data sets,
applications, and screen visuals reflect the details of
Excel 2016 to effectively prepare readers to work
with the latest spreadsheet tools. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available
in the ebook version.
A comprehensive and wide-ranging introduction to
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operational hotel management, this textbook brings
together business administration, management and
entrepreneurship into a complete overview of the
discipline. Essential reading for students of
hospitality management, the book also benefits from
online support materials including student tests, a
glossary and PowerPoint slides.
Operations Management in Context provides
students with excellent grounding in the theory and
practice of operations management and its role
within organizations. Structured in a clear and logical
manner, it gradually leads newcomers to this subject
through each topic area, highlighting key issues, and
using practical case study material and examples to
contextualize learning. Each chapter is structured
logically and concludes with summary material to aid
revision. Exercises and self-assessment questions
are included to reinforce learning and maintain
variety, with answers included at the end of the text.
An integrated media and text solution which clearly
demonstrates the relevance of operations to
everyday business activities, through extensive use
of text and running video case studies from
companies such as Ikea, Domino's, EasyJet, and
Ticketmaster. A truly engaging package for those
with little knowledge or experience in operations
management.
In response to the increasing significance attached
to supply chain management in both academic and
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professional areas, this text intends to build a bridge
and highlight the relationship between various
disciplines of SCM like demand planning,
manufacturing planning, logistics planning, analytical
IT management, global e-biz modeling, performance benchmarking etc. Primarily intended to
address the typical and general syllabus
requirements of postgraduate management
programmes, and undergraduate and postgraduate
engineering programmes, this book also caters to
the needs of the industry professionals in the supply
chain domain.
Operations Management in Agriculture bridges the
knowledge gap on operations management for
agricultural machinery. It complements traditional
topics (cost of using and choosing machinery) with
advanced engineering approaches recently applied
in agricultural machinery management (area
coverage planning and sequential scheduling). The
book covers new technologies in bio-production
systems (robotics, IoT) and environmental
compliance by employing a systems engineering
perspective with focuses on sub-systems, including
advanced optimization, supply chain systems,
sustainability, autonomous vehicles and IT-driven
decision-making. It will be a valuable resource for
students studying decision-making and those
working to improve the efficiency, effectiveness and
sustainability of production through machinery
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choice. Covers agricultural machinery management
related courses and a number of other courses
within the agricultural engineering discipline Provides
core tools for machine operations management,
including machinery selection and cost of usage
Presents current knowledge for agricultural
machinery management in a science-based format
Prepare for the VCP-DCV Exam Prepare yourself for
VMware's challenging VMware Certified ProfessionalData Center Virtualization exam, as well as the
typical tasks and responsibilities you can expect as a
VMware vSphere 5.5-certified professional. This
comprehensive book guides you through all topics
and objectives you'll need to know for the exam.
These include planning, installing, upgrading, and
securing vCenter Server and ESXi; configuring
networking and storage; performing basic
troubleshooting; and more. You'll also gain access to
premium online practice and review tools. Prepares
certification candidates for the VMware Certified
Professional-Data Center Virtualization exam (VCPDCV) Covers all exam objectives Features realworld scenarios, hands-on exercises, and
challenging review questions Explores key topics
such as securing vCenter and ESXi, planning and
configuring vSphere networking and storage,
creating and deploying virtual machines and vApps,
establishing services levels, and more Includes
access to online practice exams, flashcards, and
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other study tools If you want the best preparation for
the VCP-DCV certification exam, you'll want VCPDCV VMware Certified Professional Data Center
Virtualization on vSphere Study Guide.
This book provides an overview of important trends
and developments in logistics and supply chain
research, making them available to practitioners,
while also serving as a point of reference for
academicians. Operations and logistics are
cornerstones of modern supply chains that in turn
are essential for global business and economics.
The composition, character and importance of
supply chains and networks are rapidly changing,
due to technological innovations such as Information
and Communication Technologies, Sensors and
Robotics, Internet of Things, and Additive
Manufacturing, to name a few (often referred to as
Industry 4.0). Societal developments such as
environmental consciousness, urbanization or the
optimal use of scarce resources are also impacting
how supply chain networks are configured and
operated. As a result, future supply chains will not
just be assessed in terms of cost-effectiveness and
speed, but also the need to satisfy agility, resilience
and sustainability requirements. To face these
challenges, an understanding of the basic as well as
more advanced concepts and recent innovations is
essential in building competitive and sustainable
supply chains and, as part of that, logistics and
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operations. These span multiple disciplines and
geographies, making them interdisciplinary and
international. Therefore, this book contains
contributions and views from a variety of experts
from multiple countries, and combines management,
engineering as well as basic information technology
and social concepts. In particular, it aims to: provide
a comprehensive guide for all relevant and major
logistics, operations, and supply chain management
topics in teaching and business practice address
three levels of expertise, i.e., concepts and principles
at a basic (undergraduate, BS) level, more advanced
topics at a graduate level (MS), and finally recent
(state-of-the-art) developments at a research level.
In particular the latter serve to present a window on
current and future (potential) logistics innovations in
the different thematic fields for both researchers and
top business practitioners integrate a textbook
approach with matching case studies for effective
teaching and learning discuss multiple international
perspectives in order to represent adequately the
true global nature of operations, logistics and supply
chains.
Operations Management in the Supply Chain:
Decisions and Cases is an ideal book for the
instructor seeking a short text with cases. This book
employs a cross-functional perspective that
emphasizes strategy and critical thinking, appealing
to non-majors and practical for use in an MBA level
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or undergraduate course in operations management.
The size and focus of the book also make the text
attractive for the cross-functional curriculum where
students are required to purchase more than one
text. The sixteen cases offer variety in length and
rigor; and several are from Ivey, Stanford, and
Darden. This mix makes the book appropriate for
both undergraduates and MBA students.
This updated edition of the book blends in new ecommerce technologies. Mobile commerce (Mcommerce) and use of cloud computing are offering
a new set of challenges and opportunities for those
individuals who know what they are and how they
are related to e-commerce. Their use opens up new
markets, expanding the need for larger operations,
which in turn requires greater knowledge of the
operations management subjects presented in this
book. The book is focused on issues, concepts,
philosophies, procedures, methodologies, and
practices of running e-commerce operations. It
connects the basic operations management activities
undertaken by every organization (e.g., inventory
management, scheduling, etc.) and translates their
application into issues and problems faced in the
field of e-commerce. The book also provides current
research findings, strategies, and practices that can
help students in the field of operations management
run and improve their e-commerce operations. It
covers most of the basic operations management
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activities and functions and has been designed for
an upper-level undergraduate business, a graduate
business or engineering management course on ecommerce operations management for university
students. Students interested in e-commerce
operations will find this book a valuable guide to the
important aspects of starting up and running an ecommerce operation. They can learn from reading
this book how supply chains, products and
processes, human resources and purchasing
functions can supported and enhanced by the use of
e-commerce. In addition, students can learn how to
undertake forecasting and scheduling in ecommerce operations. Decision-makers and
managers who have to reengineer e-commerce
operations can also use this book as a guide to
understanding e-commerce. The Instructor Manual
and PowerPoint Slides for the book are available
upon request for all instructors who adopt this book
as a course text. Please send your request to
sales@wspc.com.
Do you want to dramatically lower total cost of
ownership (TCO) for manufacturing IT architectures
and manufacturing, as well as reduce supply chain
operational costs? The methodologies and technical
applications presented in this first annual
ISA-95/MESA Best Practices book will help get you
started on the right track. This book provides indepth coverage on how you can apply ISA-95,
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Enterprise-Control Integration Standard, to help
lower TCO of manufacturing operations
management (MOM) systems and their enterprise
and plant interfaces. It consists of a series of related
Ã‚"how-toÃ‚" white papers described in the context
of ISA-95 models, definitions, and data exchanges.
To be competitive, actual manufacturing operations
activities must be highly interactive in supply chain
and enterprise processes for effective collaboration
and competition. This is the domain of collaborative
and flexible MOM system architectures. This book
explains the business cases for using evolving
ISA-95 methods to effectively design, implement,
change and optimize the MOM business processes
and supporting MOM system architectures within the
distributed pull supply chains.
Creating value through Operations Management.
Operations Management provides readers with a
comprehensive framework for addressing
operational process and supply chain issues. This
text uses a systemized approach while focusing on
issues of current interest. NOTE: This is the
standalone book, if you want the book/access card
order the ISBN below: 0132960559 /
9780132960557 Operations Management:
Processes and Supply Chains Plus NEW MyOMLab
with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package
Package consists of 0132807394 / 9780132807395
Operations Management: Processes and Supply
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Chains 0132940477 / 9780132940474 NEW
MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Operations Management: Processes and Supply
Chains
This revitalized new edition of Strategic Operations
Management focuses on the four core themes of
operations strategy, a vital topic for any company's
objectives: strategy, innovation, services, and
supply. Expertly authored by a team of Europe's top
scholars in the field, the text is enhanced by the
addition of new case examples, graphic images,
learning objectives, discussion questions, and
suggestions for further reading. In addition, the
companion website offers a comprehensive set of
web links and videos to augment the learning
experience. This truly comprehensive volume
underscores the differences between the core
theories that underpin operations management.
Students taking MBA, MSc and MBM classes on
operations management, advanced operations
management, and strategic operations management
will find this textbook fulfills all their requirements
whilst advanced undergraduate classes in these
areas will also find the book an essential read.
Part of a series which aims to reflect the changing
face of the economic climate and business world.
The books contain the latest information and thinking
in their areas and are specifically focused to the
needs of AS, A level and first year undergraduate
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students.
For courses in Operations Management. A broad,
practical introduction to operations, reinforced with
an extensive collection of practice problems
Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability
and Supply Chain Management presents a broad
introduction to the field of operations in a realistic
and practical manner, while offering the largest and
most diverse collection of issues on the market.
Problems found in the Tenth Edition contain ample
support-found in the book's solved-problems and
worked examples-to help readers better understand
concepts important to today's operations
management professionals. For a more
comprehensive version with the business analytic
modules at the end of the text, see Heizer/Render's
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply
Chain Management Plus MyOMLab with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package, 12/e (0134422406 /
9780134422404). Also Available with MyOMLabTM
This title is available with MyOMLab-an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students
and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test
their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. NOTE:
You are purchasing a standalone product; MyOMLab
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does not come packaged with this content. If you
would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyOMLab search for: 0134422414 /
9780134422411 Principles of Operations
Management: Sustainability and Supply Chain
Management Plus MyOMLab with Pearson eText -Access Card Package, 10/e Package consists of:
0134181980 / 9780134181981 Principles of
Operations Management: Sustainability and Supply
Chain Management 0134184114 / 9780134184111
MyOMLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Principles of Operations Management: Sustainability
and Supply Chain Management
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